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Local - Organic – Fresh
NEWS – WE ARE ONE HUNDRED !
Not years .. but families. We are now making
regular deliveries to one hundred families from
Polperro to Plymouth, Seaton to Liskeard.

The fruit areas at Keveral are bulging with lovely
berries ! . The white nets keep the birds and
beasties off the best ones so you can have them.

We are still a tiny box scheme compared to most of
our competitors but we have big hearts and we very
much appreciate the support from all of our
customers, so a very big Thank You to you all.

The Candy family’s new potatoes are now in the
boxes and they taste wonderful.

Great for fruit … and ducks …and slugs
OK I am very sorry I said we secretly wanted rain.
It can stop now please.
Constant low level damp is a bit of a bother for the
moulds and similar things it causes on the delicate
crops. And slug numbers are at very high levels.

We are planting the main crop brassicas and leeks
at Trerieve this week. Lots of cauliflowers,
cabbages and broccoli for a few months time.
The tomatoes are all green in the tunnels, we just
need a little more sun and you will be getting more
of them.
June recipe. – I am cheating a bit (ran out of time)

Silver linings - Mind you as the summer water pump
at Keveral has been broken for a few weeks
awaiting the arrival of a new one we have been
surviving off the ram pump, which wouldn’t work
without the flow through the spring the rain has
brought. And the rain water collection tanks that
also feed the irrigation. So its not all bad.

And space………..
Take lots of lovely new potatoes. Boil gently and
toss in butter.
And don’t forget some nice Cornish ice cream with
your berries.

